Over 2 million copyright-cleared images for educational use

- Fast access to a vast range of high-resolution images
- Great images for research, project work and presentations
- Accessible 24/7 on and off campus

www.britannica.co.uk/academic
Copyright-cleared for educational use – Students can turn to Image Quest for research, project work and presentations with confidence. Copyright and source information are clearly displayed for correct citation and reference.

Easy to use – Search by subject, collection or keyword. Detailed, hyper-linked keywords provide swift access to related images.

Save time – Fast, simple search across broad or specific search terms.

High resolution images for every topic – Covers an enormous range of topics, from historical events to visual arts and sciences.

Highly flexible – Images can be downloaded, printed, shared, emailed or saved to a personal “Lightbox”, all without losing their quality.

Images have been sourced from 40 of the world’s leading collections including:


Contact us for more information

Encyclopædia Britannica (UK) Ltd.
Unity Wharf, 13 Mill Street
London SE1 2BH, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7500 7824
Fax: +44 (0)20 7500 7878
Email: enqBOL@britannica.co.uk
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